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Introduction:
This is a graduate seminar about mathematical thinking and ideas. In putting together this course
and courses like it, we at NJPEMSM have all thought about middle school math differently. We
hope that you, too, will engage with math in ways that are both unfamiliar and exciting, whether
you were a math major in college or came to teaching math via a path that didn’t include much
formal mathematics education. Most of all, it is a course in which you will ponder what it is to
think mathematically, and how such thinking can affect your work as a teacher.

This is a course for experienced middle school teachers. And, though it is not specifically a course
about teaching middle school mathematics, we want you to draw upon your experience and to share
your thoughts with us and with each other. We promise that we have spent many hours looking at
the middle school curriculum as we put together all of the NJPEMSM classes, but that may not
always be immediately obvious. So we hope you will express your thoughts, doubts and questions
about those connections throughout this seminar – and throughout the program.

Expectations and Grading

We know that you made a choice to join NJPEMSM, so we already expect that you will take it
seriously. We also know there is a range of math backgrounds among participants, and we don’t
want anxiety about grades to interfere with anyone’s ability to participate. For this reason, most of
the assignments in this course can be successfully completed by actively engaging with the material
at a level appropriate for each of you. Participants are expected to:

Attend all of the classes. (20%)
If there is some pressing reason why you are unable to attend, please email us as soon as you know
you will be absent so we can make some arrangement for you to make up what you have missed.

Participate in the activities and discussions in class. (20%)
Most of the activities allow for more than one approach. If you have seen a problem before,
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you can try to solve it in a new way, and then help us all think about how it connects to more
familiar approaches. Conversely, if you struggle with an activity or a problem, you have something
important to teach the rest of us about the learning process. Either is a valuable contribution and,
as such, will count for this portion of your grade.

Complete the weekly assignments. (25%)
Because you are all busy professionals committed to your teaching, most assignments will be of
the form “consider such-and-such mathematical issue as you are planning your classes this week”
rather than a list of math problems. Starting in week 2, we will set aside time during class to
discuss these assignments, so it is important that you complete them before class.

Send a weekly email (or post on Sakai) by Sunday night at 8 pm. (15%)
You can choose between sending a private email or making a public post on Sakai. To get full
credit for this portion of your grade, all that you need to do is show some thoughtful attention to
the questions or guidelines, which will be posted each week.

Write a Final paper (on the order of 5 pages). (20%)
(Full description to come.)
For the final paper you should choose one mathematical topic and one or more of the weekly
exercises that you found useful or thought-provoking. You can either choose a topic that you have
recently taught and want to teach differently next time, or a topic that you will be teaching later
in the semester. The paper should discuss the important mathematical ideas in that topic, and
should reflect on the topic in light of the chosen exercise(s).

Some Important Dates

1. We will have class during the Rutgers spring break: March 13

2. Detailed paper proposal due (sakai dropbox): March 27

3. First draft of paper is due (sakai dropbox): April 10 NOTE: no class

4. Optional draft (for feedback): April 24 NOTE: no class

5. Final draft of paper due (sakai dropbox): May 1 NOTE: last class

Some questions that we are going to discuss in the seminar (more or less in order of
first appearance):

What is a mathematical question? What role does the “real world” play in math, and in learning
math? What does it mean to abstract from the real world; when is that helpful and when is that
hard? What is a number? Why are there different kinds of numbers? What is the relationship
between arithmetic and algebra? What do we mean by making an argument or justifying something
in mathematics? What level of justification makes sense for middle school? Why do we represent
mathematical ideas (about numbers, about functions, etc.) in more than one way? What is
a mathematical structure, and what does it mean to preserve it? Do mathematical structures
show up in middle school mathematics? What does equivalence mean? Does equivalence matter
in middle school mathematics? How do we use language in the math classroom? What is the
difference between mathematical language and everyday language?
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